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Abstract
In this study, we performed a three-dimensional computational experiment on ultrashort pulse
propagation in an optical fiber-tip probe that is decoratedwith gold nanoparticles (NPs) using a
constant structure for the probe’s dielectric taper and different spatial configurations of the gold
nanoparticles. Interestingly, a hot spot with the highest amplitude of the electric fieldwas found not
along the same chain of theNPs but between terminalNPs of neighboring chains ofNPs at the probe’s
tip (the amplitude of the electricfield in the hot spots between theNPs along the same chainwas of the
order of 101, while that between terminal NPs of neighboring chainswas of the order of 103).We
eventually identified a configurationwith only six terminal nanoparticles (Config4)which is
characterized by the highest electric field amplitude enhancement and can provide the highest spatial
resolution in the SERS interrogation of an object of interest. The ultrashort temporal responses of the
hot spots for all configurations exhibited relatively high pulse elongation (relative elongationwas
greater than 4.3%). At the same time, due to the reflection of the incident pulse and consequent
interference, the temporal responses ofmost hot spots contained several peaks for all configurations
except for the optimumConfig4.Nonetheless, the ultrashort temporal responses of all hot spots for
Config4were characterized by a single peak but with a relatively large pulse elongation (relative
elongationwas 234.1%). The results indicate that further examination of this new structure of a
nanoparticles-coated optical fiber-tip probewith only six terminalNPsmay provide attractive
characteristics for its practical applications.

1. Introduction

Raman spectroscopy is a powerful technique for revealing intrinsic local chemical information in different types
of systems, and is important in physics,material science, chemistry, biology, andmedicine [1–11]. As
spontaneous Raman signal is inherently weak, different types of Raman spectroscopy have been proposed and
developed, such as surface-enhanced [12–15], tip-enhanced [16, 17], femtosecond-stimulated [18–20],
femtosecond time-resolved impulsive stimulated [21], polarized [22, 23], and shifted excitation [24, 25]Raman
spectroscopy. Recently, in surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), the so-called ‘nanopipette’ structures
[26, 27] and nanoparticles-coated optical fiber-tip probes have garnered significant interest [28–31]. Hutter et al
[32] provided a systematic study of gold nanoparticles-coated opticalfiber-tip probes bymeans of a two-
dimensional (2D)numerical simulation.However, 2D analysis gives only qualitative insight into a process or
device and cannot provide a full description.Moreover, the ultrashort pulse delivery capability of suchRaman
probes remains unclear. In [32], themodel used for analysis contained an ‘ideal’ arrangement ofNPs that is
impossible to achieve in experiment. From this ideal arrangement, it is unclear whether theNPs behave like a
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coupled chain or like separateNPs. In this study, we report a novel 3D computational experiment on ultrashort
pulse (2.11 fs at the FWHM intensity level) propagation through an opticalfiber-tip probe decoratedwith gold
nanoparticles using a constant structure of the probe’s dielectric taper but different configurations of the
arrangement ofNPs, and reveal parameters such as electric field enhancement and temporal ultrashort pulse
characteristics.Moreover, we eventually identified a new structure consisting of only six terminalNPs and
demonstrate its potential in practical applications.

2.Details of numerical simulation

The analysis was based on the numerical solution ofMaxwell’s linear equations by the 3D finite-difference time-
domainmethod [33]. TheDrude–Lorentzmodel [34]was used to describe the interaction of themetal with
electromagnetic radiation. The parameters of the fused silica usedwere taken from [35] and those of gold from
[36]. The choice of theDrude–Lorentzmodel and parameters of gold fromwork by Johnson andChristy were
dictated by the desire tofit the complex dielectric function of gold correctly [37], as this is crucial for the
considered structure (especially at the femtosecond scale [38]). Tofit the dielectric function of the fused silica, we
used themulti-coefficientmodel [39].

Infigure 1, the initial (‘ideal’) opticalfiber-tip probemodel used for simulation is presented. TheNPswere
arranged to form eight lines (chains). However, due to the symmetry of the structure with respect to planes
x=0 and y=0, and the axis of rotation, we are interested only in three chains of gold nanoparticles intersected
infigure 1 by Lines 1, 2, and 3. This initial configuration is extremely convenient to perform such an analysis as it
allows—by gradually removing certain nanoparticles—to track the position and behavior of the hot spots and
establish their ultrafast characteristics. At the same time, from the experimental point of view, this initial NP
arrangement can be considered as an averaged arrangement ofNPs on the opticalfiber-tip probe surface, while
all other configurations (see next section) can be attributed to inaccuracies in themanufacturing of such
structures.

To reduce the calculation time, the electric andmagnetic walls were placed in the planes of symmetry, y=0
and x=0, respectively. Note that these conditions corresponded to the case of laser excitationwith polarization
along the x-axis. All boundaries of the simulation cube contained perfectlymatched layers andwere setmore
than 400 nm from the surfaces of themetal structure to avoid the absorption of near fields. The convergence of
the numerical results and themesh adaptation of themodels usedwere analyzed before the simulation (note that

Figure 1. (a)Perspective, (b) front and (c) side views of a schematic illustration of the initial opticalfiber-tip probe structure.
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the smallestmesh step of 0.073 nmwas set in betweenNPs to ensure the accuracy of the simulation). The
meaning of Line 4 (seefigure 1)will become clear from further discussion (it is worth noting that although the
name ‘Line 4’ is not geometrically correct, we preferred to use this name in order to preserve the unity of the
names of the considered curves).

The optical fiber-tip probe consisted of a conical tapered fused silicafiber tip that is decoratedwith several
chains of gold nanoparticles. Each chain consisted of sevenNPs. The numbering of theNPs started from the
probe’s tip, i.e. the third nanoparticle from the tip across Line 1was labeledNP-1_3, the second nanoparticle
from the tip across Line 2 asNP-2_2, and so on. The diameter of the spherical NPs (2a, a is the radius)was
150 nm, tip convergence semi-angle was 35°, and a gap of 5 nmbetweenNPs in individual chains was chosen as
Hutter et al claimed that this is the optimal configuration and theseNPs are resonant at 785 nm [32]. The gold
NPswere placed 1 nm from the conicalfiber surface.However, note that owing to a lack of space, the diameter of
the starting (closest to the probe’s tip)nanoparticlesNP-2_1,NP-4_1,NP-6_1, andNP-8_1was reduced to
148 nm to avoid intersection betweenNP-1_1 andNP-3_1,NP-3_1 andNP-5_1,NP-5_1 andNP-7_1, andNP-
7_1 andNP-1_1, respectively. It also led to the distance between theNPs at the probe’s tip being as small as
0.82 nm (as this value is very close to 1 nm, non-local dielectric effects can be neglected [40]). Thematerial
surrounding theNPswas air. The initial and terminal diameters of the conical fiber tip were set to 1600 and
100 nm, respectively.

The electric field of the electromagnetic wave of a pulse produced by an ultrafast laser can be expressed in the
following form [41]:

w j= +E t A t tsin , 1tinpu
0( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

whereA(t) is the shape envelope of the pulse,ω0 is the carrier frequency at the center of the laser’s emission
spectrum, andj is the phase offset between the envelope’smaximumand the nearestmaximumof the carrier
frequency. The appearance of a phase offset is related to the fact that the envelope travels at the group velocity
while the carrier frequencymoves at the phase velocity. Because of dispersion in the resonator, these velocities
are different. In our simulation, to excite the structures under consideration, we used an ultrashort Gaussian-
shaped pulse centered at awavelength in vacuumof 785 nm ( f0=382.2 THz)with an FWHMduration timeΔt
of 2.11 fs (see figure 2). Such ultrashort pulsewas considered due to the fact that optical pulses of such duration
possess high potential in ultrafast nanophotonics [42], as ultrafast science is rapidlymoving toward increasingly
complex systems [43], such asmultiphotonmicroscopy inmembranes and cells, quantumnetworks in
diamond, or excitonic coherence in photosynthesis. Despite the fact that in some cases [44] pulses with duration
of>1 fs undergo barely noticeable degradation during propagation to the opticalfiber extremities, pulse
elongation in a fiber is strongly dependent on thefiber structure. Therefore, in our case pulse at the fiber tip can
be broadened (as it has no cladding layer with relatively large convergence semi-angle of 35°) and this effect will
be considered in the next section. Note that unless specified, all amplitudes and intensities in the studywere
normalized to themaximumvalues of the input pulse.

Figure 2.Ultrashort Gaussian-shaped pulse centered at 785 nm ( f0=382.2 THz)with a duration timeΔt of 2.11 fs.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. Analysis of hot spot distribution in 3Dopticalfiber-tip probes
Figure 3 shows the normalized electric field distribution along (a)Line 1, (b) Line 2, and (c) Line 3 for four
configurations: initial (Config0); Config1, whichwas Config0withoutNP-1_5,NP-3_5,NP-5_5, andNP-7_5;
Config2, whichwasConfig0withoutNP-1_2,NP-3_2,NP-5_2, andNP-7_2; andConfig3, whichwasConfig0
withoutNP-1_1,NP-3_1,NP-5_1, andNP-7_1 (see sketches infigure 3(d)). Note that the fifth, second, and first
NPswere removed fromLines 5 and 7 for Config1, Config2, andConfig3, respectively, to preserve the symmetry
of the structure.Note that the distributions of the instantaneous values of the electric field are shown for the
central wavelength (λ0=785 nm); therefore, theymight not have been themaximumvalues over the entire
frequency range of the input pulse. Each line along the chain ofNPswas directed from the probe’s tip to its base.

To interpret the results shown infigure 3, it is useful to consider the analyzed structure as follows: The
structure of the origin (Config0) can be represented as a systemof the tapered (conic) dielectric waveguide and

Figure 3.Normalized electric field distribution along (a) Line 1, (b)Line 2, and (c) Line 3 for four configurations. Note: For
convenience, the curves are offset relative to one another by 20, 20, and 20 units along the abscissa and by 10, 5, and 0.75 units along
the ordinate axis for (a) Line 1, (b) Line 2, and (c) Line 3, respectively; (d) sketches of Config1, Config2, andConfig3. Each line along
the chain ofNPswas directed from the probe’s tip (zero on the graphs) to its base.
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seven-nanoparticle chainwaveguides [45] coupled to the conic waveguide. The sphericalmetallic nanoparticle
chain can have longitudinal and transversemodes. In the case of a chainwith a small distance d between adjacent
particles (gap between adjacent particles is significantly smaller than particle diameter 2a: d= 2a; 5 nm=
150 nm), the field of the longitudinalmode of the spherical nanoparticle chain is concentrated in the gap and
creates a hot spot. In this way, a propagating plasmonwave is excited at eachNP in a chain as a result of the
interactions of particle chains with light beam in the conic dielectric waveguide. The cross-section of the
dielectric waveguide is significantly larger than that of theNP chainwaveguides (excluding the probe’s apex).
Therefore, theNP chainwaveguides have a small influence on light propagation in the tapered dielectric
waveguide. Light propagating in the conic waveguide is concentrated at the cone’s apex. The longitudinalmodes
of the chainwaveguides are excited at eachNP in the chain and travel along the chain in the formof propagating
plasmonwaveswith attenuation.However, owing to the increasing field intensity in the conic waveguide as it
narrows, the amplitude of the excited field at each newNP increases, and coherently interferes with the field
already guided inside theNP chainwaveguide. The longitudinalmode reflects from the chain end creating a
standingwave at the probe’s apexwith afield intensity antinode (maximum) (between thefirst and second
particles in our nomenclature) [45]. According to this simplifiedmodel, we obtained similar field distributions
along Line 2 (figure 3(b)) for all considered configurations. At the same time, we expected a larger difference in
field amplitudes along Line 1 for different configurations due to the gap inside the chainwaveguide if a
nanoparticle was removed. This large gap leads to an increased b to a ratio [42], where b is the center-to-center
(ofNPs) distance and a is the radius of theNP. In other words, this large gap acts as the termination of theNP
chainwaveguide and lead to the propagating plasmonwave reflecting from it, which increased the amplitude of
the previous hot spot. However, the overall difference was not drastically different because themain
contribution to hot spot intensities caused the electric field in the conical waveguide near the probe’s apex to
increase. All predictions of this simplified theory are shown infigures 3(a) and (b) and are as follows: (1)The
normalized electric field distribution along Line 2 (see figure 3(b)) ismore or less the same for all considered
configurations. (2) In a normalized electric field distribution along Line 1 (seefigure 3(a)), there is a slight
increase in amplitude for the hot spot located just before the removed nanoparticle. (3)Qualitatively, the
amplitude distribution along Line 1 is identical for all configurations. Note that because of the same condition (d
= 2a), the interference effects of scattered fields will not occur [46] for the considered structure, leading to easier
far-field detection of signals in a SERS setup.

For the normalized electric field amplitude distribution along Line 3 (see figure 3(c)), electric field
enhancementwas low (�1). This can be explained by two observations: (1)Themain component of the electric
field of the longitudinalmode in the gap is in the direction parallel to the chain axis, which is orthogonal to the
electric intensity vector of the linear polarizedwave guided by the dielectric conicalfiber tip. Therefore, themain
component of the electric field of the longitudinalmodewas zero in this line and only aweak excitation of the
transversemodes occurs leading to insignificant field enhancement. The transverse nature of themodes is
apparent from the fact that the field intensity drops to zero in the center of gap betweenNPs, see figure 3(c). The
removal of anNPdid not lead to any change in thefield distribution as thesemodes were not coupled together
and did not contribute to forming a propagating plasmonwave.Moreover, the electric fieldwas stronger along
the edge of theNPs but nearly equal to zero in between them. This conclusion is supported by Liu et al [31],
where higher SERS signals were obtained for the azimuthal vectormodeTE01 that for the linearHE11mode as a
result of the larger effective SERS area in this case. Therefore, owing to the low electric field amplitude of these
hot spots, wewill not consider them further.

Importantly, we observed that themost intense coupled LSPfieldwas observed not in betweenNPs along the
same chain (Lines 1–3), but in between neighboringNPs of different chains at the probe’s tip (along Line 4, see
figure 4). Line 4 had the formof a circle and connected the centers of eight terminalNPs of the initial
configuration (thus, it lies in a plane that divides the nanoparticles in half) (see figure 1(a)). Line 4 had a radius of
183.52 nm. This phenomenon can be explained by two factors: (1)Thefirst one is the smaller distance between
NPs along Line 4 (0.82 nm) in comparisonwith the 5 nmalong Lines 1–3. (2)The second one:Due to the above-
mentioned polarization projection issue, the projection of the x-component of the electric field on the direction
of the straight line connecting the centers of the correspondingNPswas themaximumof all cases. Figure 4
shows the normalized electric field amplitude distribution along Line 4 forfive configurations: four of them
(Config0–Config3) are the same as before, andConfig4 is a configurationwith only six terminalNPs (see
figure 5). The starting point of Line 4 infigure 4was defined as the center of nanoparticleNP-1_1with anti-
clockwise bypass (dependence of the coordinates x and y on the distance along Line 4 is shown in the figure’s
inset).

From figure 4, it is clear that the distribution of electric field amplitude enhancement is almost identical for
Config0–Config2. For Config3, there is no hot spot due to the absence of the correspondingNPs. Config4 is
characterized by the presence of four hot spots only between the corresponding nanoparticles (betweenNP-2_1
andNP-3_1,NP-3_1 andNP-4_1,NP-6_1 andNP-7_1, andNP-7_1 andNP-8_1) and higher normalized
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amplitudes than other configurations (increasing from1121.73 for Config0 to 1934.54 for Config4). Such an
increase in the electric field amplitude enhancement for Config4 can be explained by the fact thatmore energy of
the fundamentalHE11mode reaches the tip of the probe, which lead to amore intense excitation of the
corresponding coupled LSPs. ForConfig4, the electric field enhancement is as high as 2000; that is, the intensity
at these points increases by≈4.0×106 times. It is alsoworth noting that Config4 could potentially provide a
higher spatial resolution the other configurations because it hasmore localized hot spots, while effective SERS
areawill be smaller. However, this smaller effective SERS area can be balanced by amore intense SERS signal in
this case. Therefore, this increased spatial resolution can be useful for practical applications because the SERS
signal is highly sensitive to the location of the SERS fiber-tip probe in a living cell [27].

3.2. Ultrafast temporal responses of hot spots in 3Dopticalfiber-tip probes
Wealso considered ultrafast temporal responses of hot spots analyzed in the previous subsection. Figure 6 shows
the signal intensity envelopes for Config0 of the optical fiber-tip probe at hot spots along Line 1. The
nomenclature used here is as follows: Line1_1–2 represents the hot spot betweenNP-1_1 andNP-1_2,
Line1_2–3 represents the hot spot betweenNP-1_2 andNP-1_3, and so on.

Figure 7 shows the signal intensity envelopes for Config0 of the opticalfiber-tip probe at hot spots along
Line 2.

From figures 6 and 7 it is clear thatmost of the hot spots along Lines 1 and 2 are characterized bymore than
single-peak responses and relatively pronounced elongation.However, some of these configurations exhibit a

Figure 4.Normalized electric field distribution along Line 4 for five configurations (inset shows dependence of the coordinates x and y
on the distance along Line 4). Note: for convenience, the curves are offset relative to one another by 20 units along the abscissa and by
30 units along the ordinate.

Figure 5.Perspective view of a schematic illustration of Config4 of the opticalfiber-tip probe structure.
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near-single-peak shape (seefigure 6(a): the absolute and relative elongations are 4.88 fs and 231.3%,
respectively) and relativelyminimized elongation (see figure 7(a): absolute and relative elongations are only 0.09
fs and 4.3%, respectively). Signals along Line 1 (figure 6) can be explained as follows:When reaching the apex of
the probe, the input pulse has almost the same form as at the start of the probewith an increased duration (see
figure 6(a)). The pulse is partially reflected from the probe’s apex, and has an electric field amplitude in the form
ofE0(1+R), where E0 is the electric field amplitude of the incident pulse andR is the complex reflection
coefficient with a small phase because there is a node offield of the longitudinalmode at the end of the chain
[45]. In this way, due to reflection, the amplitude of the reflected pulse is slightly amplified. Further, between
NP-1_1 andNP-1_2 (see figure 6(b)), a phase shift occurs between the fields of the incident and reflected pulses
because of the distance to the end of the chain, and peaks of the incident and reflected pulses passes through this
measurement point at different times. Due to interference between the incident and reflected pulses and time
differences, the signals differ fromonemeasurement point to another (fromone gap in betweenNPs to
another). In this way, all signals except the last one (figure 6(a)) result from this interference. The signal in the
gap betweenNP-1_6 andNP-1_7 (see figure 6(f)) consists of two pulses: thefirst one is the incident pulse and the

Figure 6. Signal intensity envelopes for Config0 of the opticalfiber-tip probe at hot spots along Line 1: between (a)NP-1_1 andNP-
1_2; (b)NP-1_2 andNP-1_3; (c)NP-1_3 andNP-1_4; (d)NP-1_4 andNP-1_5; (e)NP-1_5 andNP-1_6; and (f)NP-1_6 andNP-1_7.
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second the back-reflected pulse. Note that the back-reflected pulse is also amplified in this case as the area near
that gap is practically another terminal of theNP chain, and is where the second reflection occurs.

Figure 8 shows signal intensity envelopes for Config4 of the optical fiber-tip probe at hot spots between (a)
NP-1_1 andNP-2_1 (this position corresponds to thefirst peak infigure 4), and (b)NP-2_1 andNP-3_1 (this
position corresponds to the second peak infigure 4).

From figures 8(a), (b) it is clear that temporal responses for these hot spots have single-peaked shapes.
However, the absolute elongations are 6.81 and 5.29 fs, and the relative elongations are 322.7% and 250.7% for
(a) and (b), respectively.

In order to understand the reasons for noticeable pulse elongation for all configurationsmore deeply, we
performed an analysis of the pulse propagation in thefiber-tip probe alone (without nanoparticles at its surface).
Figure 9 illustrates the signal intensity envelopes for the bare fiber-tip probe at the base (black curve) and at the
tip (red curve) of thefiber.

From figure 9, the absolute elongation is 0.69 fs and the relative elongation is 32.7% for output pulse (with
the relatively low electric field enhancement of 2.21). This pulse elongation in the fiber alonemay be themain
reason for the pulse elongation for different configurations. In addition, group velocity of wave in thefiber

Figure 7. Signal intensity envelopes for Config0 of the opticalfiber-tip probe at hot spots along Line 2: between (a)NP-2_1 andNP-
2_2; (b)NP-2_2 andNP-2_3; (c)NP-2_3 andNP-2_4; (d)NP-2_4 andNP-2_5; (e)NP-2_5 andNP-2_6; and (f)NP-2_6 andNP-2_7.
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Figure 8. Signal intensity envelopes of the optical fiber-tip probe for Config4 at hot spots between (a)NP-1_1 andNP-2_1
(corresponding to the first peak infigure 4), and (b)NP-2_1 andNP-3_1 (corresponding to the second peak infigure 4).

Figure 9. Signal intensity envelopes for the bare fiber-tip probe (without nanoparticles at its surface) at the base (black curve) and at
the tip (red curve) of thefiber.

Figure 10. (a) Signal intensity envelopes and (b) spectral dependence of amplitude at the hot spot betweenNP-2_1 andNP-3_1 at the
highest intensity (corresponding to the second peak in figure 4) for four configurations: Config0 (black curve), Config1 (red curve),
Config2 (blue curve), andConfig4 (green curve). The broken black curve in (b) corresponds to the spectral dependence of the
amplitude of the input signal. Note: amplitudes in (b)were not normalized to themaximum input value.
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differs fromphase velocities of longitudinal and transversemodes in theNP chains. It leads to additional optical
path differences inmode propagation (besides note themode re-reflection in each gap between nanoparticles)
and to the pulse broadening.However,more rigorous and detailed analysis is required in the future to
understand the pulse propagation process in such a structure inmore detail.

Figure 10 shows (a) the signal intensity envelopes and (b) the spectral dependence of amplitude at the hot
spot betweenNP-2_1 andNP-3_1 at the highest intensity (this position corresponds to the second peak in
figure 4) for four configurations: Config0 (black curve), Config1 (red curve), Config2 (blue curve), andConfig4
(green curve). The broken black curve infigure 10(b) corresponds to the spectral dependence of the amplitude of
the input signal.

From figure 10, it is clear that the signal is qualitatively identical for all considered configurations, which
coincides with the results of section 3.1. A drop above 400 THz can be attributed to the increased loss in gold
nanoparticles starting at these frequencies. Note that knowledge ofEinput(ω) andEoutput(ω) gives the ability to
calculate the so-called impulse response function [47] and, therefore, to perform the requisite laser pulse
shaping to obtain an output pulsewith the desired shape.

4. Conclusion

In this study, we performed a 3D computational experiment on ultrashort pulse propagation through gold
nanoparticles (NPs)-coated opticalfiber-tip probeswith a constant structure of the probe’s dielectric taper but
different configurations of the arrangement of theNPs. A hot spotwith the highest amplitude of the electric field
was found not along the same chain of theNPs but between terminalNPs of neighboring chains at the probe’s
tip (the amplitude of the electric field in the hot spots between theNPs along the same chainwas of the order of
101, while that between terminalNPs of neighboring chains was of the order of 103). Consequently, we identified
a configurationwith only six terminal nanoparticles (Config4 in themain text)which shows the advantage of the
highest enhancement in the electric field amplitude and holds potential to provide the highest spatial resolution
during the SERS analysis of the object of interest (such as a live cell).

As for the ultrashort optical pulse characteristics of the considered structure, the temporal responses of the
hot spots for all configurations were characterized by relatively strong pulse elongation (relative elongationwas
greater than or equal to 4.3%). At the same time, due to the reflection of the incident pulse and consequent
interference, the temporal responses ofmost hot spots contained a fewpeaks for all configurations except for
Config4. This shows that an in-depth preliminary optimization of the structure and different laser pulse shaping
techniques is needed to obtain single-peak and unextended pulse responses. However, due to inaccuracies in the
manufacturing of such structures (especially the size of nanoparticles and the distances between them), their use
for ultrafast analysis presents certain difficulties. Nonetheless, the ultrashort temporal responses of all hot spots
for Config4were characterized by a single peak, albeit with a relatively large pulse elongation (absolute
elongation of 4.94 fs and relative elongation of 234.1%).

These results suggest the need for further theoretical analysis and numerical optimization aswell as the
experimental verification of the structure with only six terminal nanoparticles (Config4). This will help us
develop a deep understanding of the parametric behavior of the structure to improve its ultrashort
characteristics. In addition, these efforts need to be complemented by the development of experimentalmeans
for realization of the proposed geometry. Up to now, focused ion beam etching has beenmostly used for
structuring of the apex of optical fiber tips coatedwith a thinmetallic layer [48]. However,more recently a rich
toolbox for the preparation of plasmonic nanostructures resembling the proposed geometry become available
based on the self-assembly. So far it has been utilized in techniques including colloidal lithography [49] andDNA
origami used for nanoscale control of docking of chemically synthesizedmetallic nanoparticles [50]. These
techniques can be in principle used for direct structuring the opticalfiber-tip probes as well as on substrates
followed by a transfer of the prepared structures to a fiber tip by template stripping [51].
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